Learning from the past
Living the present
Dreaming for the future

Pages of
a diary that tells a long story
about a family, about parents
and children, that live together
and work the land together,
in harmony with nature.

We are in the 1900’s,
in the open land of north
Treviso, surrounded by
orchards and vineyards.
Animals are in the stable and
radicchio is growing in the
vegetable garden.

Yesterday
Learning from the past

The hoe is leaning against
the wall. The air that we
breathe, and the land and
its products are pure and
untainted.

The present owner,
Settimo Pizzolato, has many years
of experience and follows five
generations of winemakers. He only
farms organically, giving the purest
expression of flavours in the vines.

He balances
the ecosystem of his land with

Today
Living the present
“I remember my grandfather working
his land and being in good health. I have
always wanted to live in this way.
I am a farmer and for this reason I want
to keep the tradition.”

the organization of his winery
to create a wine that is in
perfect healthy symbiosis.

While tasting the wine, you
taste the tradition, but also a
wine in balance with nature.

There are certain
prerequisites for a
sustainable future: most
importantly being confident
to tread lightly and produce
the very best organic
products in harmony with
nature.

Working in this way
today will provide
the next generations an
environment much like our wines:
pure, timeless and with a local and

Tomorrow
Thinking of the future

pleasant atmosphere.

The organic choice
The many dragonflies that fly in our vineyards
represent for us the pristine environment and our organic farming methods.
For this reason, the dragonfly is the symbol of our organic sulphite free wines:
We can live without sulphites.
Grapes that grow in an uncontaminated landscape produce a wine
that keeps itself without need of preservatives.

Certification
“Organic” is our lifestyle therefore it was easy receiving the official certification.
We were already organic. Everyday the elements test us and we use the natural and time honoured ways
to protect the grapes from the elements.
This is core to what we do. Growing organically is about shared knowledge,
and deep respect for the land, in return it repays us with incredible quality wines.
We perform tests in the fields
with agriculturalists, and benchmark our new products.
We are pleased to inform you that our wines are now certified as Vegan.

The beauty of organic
Here the vine is in its habitat, with wild herbs growing around it,
dragonflies, ladybirds and other insects.
CHEMICAL FREE
In this clean and bucolic landscape, the vine grows and produces balanced fruits expressing its soil.
Our vineyards roots of our vineyards sink in the hot ground, a loam enriched with minerals,
full of stone dragged overtime by Piave river. From our vineyards you can see the mountains that gave rise to them,
the wonderful Dolomites.

Result of a special
and polished art, able to seduce
the senses and inebriate
the mind, the Collezione wines
are characterized by elegance,
equilibrium, sensuality and
pleasantness. Thanks to its complexity
and refinement, in every glass you can
enjoy a polished wine. Every bubble is
perfect for a moment of feast, but also
to pair every pleasing meal.

Collezione wines

While tasting our sparkling wines,
suddenly
a tickle makes you smile.
That’s the simple pleasure of the
bubbles. The skillfully selected yeasts
and the controlled temperature
during the wine making guarantee the
enjoyable sensation of evanescence.
They are very pleasant wines, not too
binding, able to create moments of
happy conviviality.

sparkling wines

so Easy
Our So Easy wines
are glamorous wines,
dedicated to those who want to feel unique,
inimitable and trendy.
They’re perfect for those who love
changes and innovation,
who want to explore and experiment,
no matter how old they are!

the Classic Method
The Classic Method
sparkling wine comes from the symphony
of two great grapes,
the Incrocio Manzoni and the Chardonnay.
A wine with golden reflections
which perlage is an uninterrupted string of pearls,
for a refined drink. The Classic Method wine
emanates a rich bouquet of perfumes
that transmits the uniqueness of a territory.
Finally, her unique dress, adorned with lace
and velvet, underlines the courage of those
who want to dare and distinguish themselves.

Chardonnay and
Incrocio Manzoni s
symphony

Fizzy wines
It is an instant and an unexpected
thrill ignites on your face a fresh
smile.
This is the simple pleasure of the
sparkling bubbles.

Fizzy wines
Its elusiveness is caused
to the wise selection of yeasts
and to the checked temperature
during the wine making.
They’re pleasant wines
for all the meals, disengaged but
able to create happy conviviality
moments.

The red wines represent the passion,
tell the simple history of a family
devoted to the viticulture,
that, generation after generation,
guards the winery secrets
to hand down.
The red wines always leave their
distinctive mark in the novel of our
flavour memory; the white pages are
left to be filled-in with the future
harvests.

Red Wines

When you love a wine you don’t drink it, but
you investigate its secrets, you taste it and you
can recognize it among others.
The white wines can hide all
the expressions of a land where you can find
the taste of the time and of the efforts.
“Once you are aware, you will be healthy” or
“Once you achieve the taste,
you will be healthy”. In the organic world, one of
these phrases doesn’t exclude the other, but on the
contrary, they complete each other.

White Wines

The H.Heroes are the wines of everyday life.
And is there something more habitual
than everyday adventures?
A captivating look for three new labels
which represent the perfect union
between the hero and a normal
gesture of our everyday lives.
These are labels that represent our desire to be
heroes in every day life: at work, in the office,
with friends, with ourselves or with others.
These are wines for you, the heroine of your family
or the hero of your home.

H. Heroes Wines

You immediately recognize
a healthy vineyard:
somehow it is joyful and
full of hope. Dragonflies,
ladybirds, poppies, mint. It
is an ecosystem that, with its
equilibrium, year after year
lives only in these places where
the nature is indulged and left
in symbiosis with the vineyard,
getting to know all its secrets.

no added sulphites Wines

This wine is dedicated to its creator,

the Barbarossa

Settimo, depicted on the label.
They are both instinctive, straightforward, sincere.
They are two strong spirits
that love the land from where they came from;
they are aware that the organic world
is the future, inspired by the rural centennial
experience of Veneto.
It’s an experience that, like the wine,
needs some time to reveal its own intensity.

Black Diamond of Piave

sweet wines
Moon and sun, night and day:
elements so different and
complementary at the same time.
Alba Chiara and Donna Luna,

are one the antagonist of the other but at
the same time complementary. Would
the light exist without the darkness?

Every day Gino used to ask Giselda

“little glass of Grappa”.
Their life together was characterized
by simple habits and values,
that later became later become
reference points.
They were everyday actions
that tell us today about a tale
based on reciprocal care
and respect.

spirits

The organic tour of the winery
is an experience of life,
places and people:
stories, anecdotes
and many curiosities
from the organic world.

the Bio Tours of the winery
These experiences begin
with a walk throught the vineyards,
among the perfumes
of our organic grapes
and they end with the tasting of a
genuine and healthy wines.

There is a choice of three tours:
“TRADITION” BIO TOUR,
“PROSECCO EXPERIENCE” BIO TOUR,
“RABOSO EXPERIENCE” BIO TOUR,
“LIBELLULA” BIO TOUR.
Info: welcome@lacantinapizzolato.com

= from Treviso Nord
highway
= from Castelfranco Veneto

CONEGLIANO

TREVISO

how to reach us

BELLUNO

VENEZIA

notes
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from monday to friday
9.00 - 12.30 / 15.00 - 18.30
........................................................
saturday morning
........................................................
9.00 - 12.30
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welcome@lacantinapizzolato.com
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........................................................

La Cantina Pizzolato Srl
Via IV Novembre, 12
31020 Villorba (TV) Italy

Tel. 0422 928166 - Fax 0422 629343
e-mail: welcome@lacantinapizzolato.com

www.lacantinapizzolato.com

